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Momentous events
in the history of the Web as Corpus
2001: Michele Banko and Eric Brill: Scaling to very very large corpora for natural
language disambiguation, ACL

1997), decision lists (Yarowsky, 1994), and a 
variety of Bayesian classifiers (Gale et al., 1993, 
Golding, 1995, Golding and Schabes, 1996).  In 
all of these approaches, the problem is 
formulated as follows:  Given a specific 
confusion set (e.g. {to,two,too}), all occurrences 
of confusion set members in the test set are 
replaced by a marker;  everywhere the system 
sees this marker, it must decide which member 
of the confusion set to choose.   
 Confusion set disambiguation is one of a 
class of natural language problems involving 
disambiguation from a relatively small set of 
alternatives based upon the string context in 
which the ambiguity site appears.  Other such 
problems include word sense disambiguation, 
part of speech tagging and some formulations of 
phrasal chunking.  One advantageous aspect of 
confusion set disambiguation, which allows us 
to study the effects of large data sets on 
performance, is that labeled training data is 
essentially free, since the correct answer is 
surface apparent in any collection of reasonably 
well-edited text.  
 

3 Learning Curve Expe riments 

This work was partially motivated by the desire 
to develop an improved grammar checker.  
Given a fixed amount of time, we considered 
what would be the most effective way to focus 
our efforts in order to attain the greatest 
performance improvement.  Some possibilities 
included modifying standard learning 
algorithms, exploring new learning techniques, 
and using more sophisticated features.  Before 
exploring these somewhat expensive paths, we 
decided to first see what happened if we simply 
trained an existing method with much more 
data.  This led to the exploration of learning 
curves for various machine learning algorithms : 
winnow1, perceptron, naïve Bayes, and a very 
simple memory-based learner.  For the first 
three learners, we used the standard collection of 
features employed for this problem: the set of 
words within a window of the target word, and 
collocations containing words and/or parts of 

                                                                 
1 Thanks to Dan Roth for making both Winnow and 
Perceptron available. 

speech.  The memory-based learner used only 
the word before and word after as features. 
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Figure 1. Learning Curves for Confusion Set 

Disambiguation 
 
 We collected a 1-billion-word training 
corpus from a variety of English texts, including 
news articles, scientific abstracts, government 
transcripts, literature and other varied forms of 
prose.  This training corpus is three orders of 
magnitude greater than the largest training 
corpus previously used for this problem.  We 
used 1 million words of Wall Street Journal text 
as our test set, and no data from the Wall Street 
Journal was used when constructing the training 
corpus. Each learner was trained at several 
cutoff points in the training corpus, i.e. the first 
one million words, the first five million words, 
and so on, until all one billion words were used 
for training. In order to avoid training biases that 
may result from merely concatenating the 
different data sources to form a larger training 
corpus, we constructed each consecutive 
training corpus by probabilistically sampling 
sentences from the different sources weighted 
by the size of each source. 
 In Figure 1, we show learning curves for 
each learner, up to one billion words of training 
data.  Each point in the graph is the average 
performance over ten confusion sets for that size 
training corpus.  Note that the curves appear to 
be log-linear even out to one billion words. 
 Of course for many problems, additional 
training data has a non-zero cost.  However, 

Momentous events
in the history of the Web as Corpus

1997 Dragomir Radev and Kathleen McKeown: Building
a generation knowledge source using
Internet-accessible newswire, ANLP

2002 Frank Keller, Mirela Lapata and Olga Ourioupina:
Using the Web to overcome data sparseness, best
paper award at EMNLP

2003 Special issue of Computational Linguistics on the
Web as Corpus

2004 AltaVista NEAR operator stops working
2006 Google trillion-word Web 1T 5-Gram collection
2007 Googleology is bad science! (Adam Kilgarriff,

Computational Linguistics)
2008 WaCky site up with Italian, German and English

corpora available

The Web as Corpus kool ynitiative
A WaCky pipeline

I Seed URL selection by queries for random word
combinations to Google/Yahoo API

I Crawl with Heritrix
I Post-crawl, pre-linguistic processing

I Boilerplate stripping
I Near duplicate detection
I Language recognition

I Automated linguistic annotation

Web cleaning:
The boilerplate problem



Web cleaning
The WaCky unsupervised heuristic method

<h2><a name="...">Background and motivation</a></h2>
<div class="level2">
<p>
<a href="link"><img src="source" alt="Poster" /></a>
</p>
<p>
Corpus-based distributional models (such as LSA or HAL)
have been claimed to capture interesting aspects of word
meaning
...
</p>

The WaCky unsupervised heuristic method
A. Finn et al., Fact or fiction: Content classification for digital libraries. In Joint
DELOS-NSF Workshop, 2001
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Web cleaning on steroids: krdwrd
Cues from text

Main Index Page

General Ratings Page

One true sign of a truly great band is when said band
ardently defies categorisation, that is, when for every
"well, they sound like this reggae-influenced heavy metal
band playing avantgarde bebop" remark you can have
yourself a "funny, I thought they were this raw punk
outfit doing acoustic folk" counterproposal. And I don’t
simply mean "being diverse" here, I mean "being different".
Blazing off every colour of the spectrum. Baring one’s
soul in all of its existing aspects. That sort of thing.

READER COMMENTS SECTION

Return to the Index page! NOW!

Web cleaning on steroids: krdwrd
Cues from the DOM tree (figure from http://www.w3schools.com/)



Web cleaning on steroids: krdwrd
Cues from visual rendering

Web cleaning on steroids
Cross-validation on gold standard

features precision recall F
wacky heuristic NA 80% 99% 88%
text cues only 21 92% 93% 92%
DOM cues only 13 89% 91% 90%
visual cues only 8 90% 93% 91%
full krdwrd 42 93% 92% 92%

Cleaning effect on English semantic tasks
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Cleaning effect on Italian Part-of-Speech tagging
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WaCky milestones
http://wacky.sslmit.unibo.it/

2005 deWaC, 1.3 billion words, 82 downloads
2006 itWaC, 1.6 billion words, 79 downloads
2007 ukWaC, 1.9 billion words, 156 downloads
2009 pukWaC, dependency-parsed, 60 downloads

(also: WaCkyPedia, 820M words,
dependency-parsed, 53 downloads)

2010 frWaC, 1.3 billion words, 27 downloads

The not so momentous impact of the Web
on the computational linguistics community
10 years of EMNLP
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Web 2.0: A text document repository? The Twitter case study



Collocates of dog in different Web corpora

ukwac wikipedia twitter
sled scootering reservoir
cat sniffer stray
marshmallow sled bounty
sniffer samoyed bark
bark purebred obedience
sledding mongrel breed
campfire shaggy bladder
agility whelk whisperer
prairie leash yorkie
stray breed parasite

Collocates of mouse in different Web corpora

ukwac wikipedia twitter
trackballs orthologue mickey
ftr soledons imperator
parthenogenetic transgenic modest
transgenic mrl minnie
rat pinkie cordless
hover vole clubhouse
keyboard desmin logitech
pointer rat optical
catnip trackball gyration
vole musculus magic

Modeling similarity judgments: word and user space

Rubenstein & Goodenough (65 pairs)
space ρ%

ukwac word 72
wikipedia word 71
twitter word 58
twitter user 41

WordSim Similarity (203 pairs)
space ρ%

wikipedia word 60
ukwac word 57
twitter word 42
twitter user 25

WordSim Relatedness (252 pairs)
space ρ%

wikipedia word 35
twitter word 33
ukwac word 32
twitter user 21

Deeper into Web2.0:
Let the People build just the corpus you need!



Phrase Detectives
http://anawiki.essex.ac.uk/phrasedetectives/

Coming full circle:
Web surfers validating Web harvests

Corpora Players

Web 
Mining

Web-based 
Games

Candidate assertions

Training Data

The Concept Game
http://apps.facebook.com/conceptgame

The Concept Game
http://apps.facebook.com/conceptgame



Subliminal message

Boring talks?

Play the Concept Game instead!

apps.facebook.com/conceptgame

That’s all, folks!

Thank you!

marco.baroni@unitn.it


